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HOUSE KILLS TAX BILL
The broad-based tax bill is 
dead.
The General Court, the State 
Legislature, voted 233 to 135 
yesterday afternoon to postpone 
House Bill 623 indefinitely.
Indefinite postponement means 
that the proposal will not come 
up again in this legislative ses­
sion unless a 2/3 vote of the 
House returns it to the floor.
The state has one alternative 
left to secure additional 
revenue — the meals and lodgings 
tax that has not yet been passed 
by the House Ways and Means 
Committee. The meals and lodg­
ings tax will bring in $5.5 mil­
lion instead of the $10 million 
per year the broad-based tax 
would have secured.
Alexander Taft, who ran for 
the Republican gubernatorial no­
mination last year, said that while 
there are several tax proposals 
still pending before the legisla­
ture “ today’ s vote was the test 
case.”  He feels, however, that 
the meals and lodgings tax still 
has a fifty-fifty chance of pass­
ing.
The motion to indefinitely post­
pone the bill was made by Leo 
Dion of Manchester. Laurence 
Pickett, House Minority Leader 
from Keene, seconded the mo­
tion “ on the grounds that every­
one here is on a pledge to the 
voters not to pass a broad-based 
tex.”
A rumor circulated through the 
House in the latter part of the 
afternoon that the Senate was 
waiting in the next room to pass 
the bill and bring it to the Gov­
ernor’ s desk on the same day.
Governor King is out of state 
on business, and so the Senate 
President, Stewart Lamprey, 
would quickly sign it in his ab­
sence.
However, Representative Ja­
mes O’ Neil from Chesterfield 
stated before the House that it 
was only a rumor and that to 
“ do such a thing there would 
have to be a 2/3 vote in the 
Senate to suspend the rules.”
Before the vote was taken at 
3:30 p.m., over twenty repre­
sentatives spoke in favor or op­
position to the bill. John Cone 
from Hanover, one of the three 
initiators of the bill, said, “ This
may be one of the last chances 
we have for expanding the sour­
ces of revenue. I am convinced 
that a state income tax is going 
to come, whether or not it be 
today.”
UNH student and Dover Repre­
sentative Peter J. Murphy op­
posed the bill.
Mrs. Noreen Winkley, Roches­
ter Representative, was against 
the bill. “ I think we can af­
ford no new taxes. We give 
all we can afford to New Hamp­
shire’ s education. Forty-seven 
per cent of the people in the 
state only earn $3,000 to $5,000 
a year.”
Mary Scott Craig, Represen­
tative from Hanover, supported 
the bill “ because it spreads the 
burden of the taxes more even­
ly — some of us are able to 
pay a lot more in taxes than we 
now pay. This would provide 
the kind of revenue New Hamp­
shire needs, not 7 years from 
now, but today.”
Chairman of the House Judi­
ciary Committee Donald Spitzl 
from Walpole, favored the broad- 
based tax “ because it makes
some point out of the uncertain 
and unpredictable tax structure. 
HB 623 would do away with the 
indiscriminate taxes, the stock- 
in-trade tax.”
The purpose of House Bill 
623 as explained by the initia­
tors was “ to try to lessen the 
heavy tax burden now carried 
by property owners at the local 
level, and to eliminate discri­
minatory taxes.”
The bill is composed of a 
three per cent income tax and a 
two per cent sales tax. The 
income tax, which would be re­
turned to the treasuries of the 
towns and cities, had several 
exemptions.
It allowed a $600 exemption 
for each member of the family 
(federal tax exemption), an item­
ized standard deduction of $600, 
and another $900 state exemp­
tion for each man and wife and 
$400 for each child.
A man with a wife and three 
children would have to earn more 
than $6500 per year before hav­
ing to pay a state income tax. 
The tax, therefore, would not 
hit the low-income groups.
Representative Romeo De- 
Blois from Laconia spoke out 
against the bill. He said he was 
urged by someone to vote for 
the bill, but claimed it would be 
against his platform. The person 
replied that “ platforms are made 
to be broken.”  DeBlois answer­
ed, “ And budgets are made to 
be cut.”
John Bednar, Democratic Re­
presentative from Hudson, said, 
“ I remind you that the people 
who sent us here told us, in 
effect, that they would not give a 
legislature the authority to tax 
them. Taxes represent nothing 
more than a break on the tax­
payer’ s pocketbook.”
William Keefe from Ports­
mouth, who opposed the bill, 
reiterated that many of the other 
representatives said. “ King says 
we don’ t need a tax, and I be­
lieve him.”
Bowdoin Plumer, a Bristol Re­
presentative in favor of the bill, 
quipped that a long time ago 
the English told their King what 
they were going to do in the Magna 
Carta “ and from that day on no 
King ever wrote a tax bill.”
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University Leaders Express 
Concern for Tax Bill Defeat
Some administrative and fa­
culty reactions to the defeat of 
the broad-based tax bill were 
as follows:
President John W. McConnell 
said, “ This simply deepens the 
crisis of the University because 
there had been some hope that 
if this bill had passed, there 
would have been more funds for 
the University and other state 
agencies. We can only rely on 
the meals and lodgings tax now, 
which will not help our budget 
greatly.”
“ The defeat of the Bill shows 
that we have not yet impressed 
most of the citizens of New 
Hampshire of the necessity of 
supporting state educational in­
stitutions and various state agen­
cies,”  added Plymouth State Col­
lege President and UNH Trustee 
Harold E. Hyde.
Roman Zorn, President of 
Keene State College, was unable 
to be reached for comment.
“ The situation is tragic for 
all the people in the state, not 
only the University,”  stated Aca­
demic Vice President Robert 
Barlow.
“ I don’ t think today’ s defeat 
is a final answer. Somewhere 
in New Hampshire are people 
who want this institution to re­
main what it is. This isn’ t 
over yet,”  Trustee Richard Da- 
land said.
“ The defeat of the bill makes 
the likelihood of all the things 
we talked about at the Convoca­
tion much more possible,”  said 
Dwight Ladd, professor of busi­
ness administration.
“ I’ m not surprised at the ina­
bility of the New Hampshire 
House to make a responsible 
move in this direction. There 
wasn’ t much hope to begin with. 
The meals and lodgings tax is 
a drop in the bucket. In the end, 
as far as the University is con­
cerned, it will come out of our 
own hides,”  said Hans Heilbron- 
ner, professor of history,
“ My reaction is one of great 
personal sadness. The Uni­
versity is in for a very bar­
ren biennium. It is a very 
shortsighted step, and very un­
fortunate,”  said John Mulhern, 
professor of physics.
Houston Gets Senior Key Faculty Award
Robert E. Houston, professor 
and chairman of the physics de­
partment, has been chosen to re­
ceive the Senior Key Faculty 
Award this year.
Established last year by the 
senior men’ s honorary society, 
the faculty award recognizes 
“ that faculty member who in ad­
dition to his teaching responsi­
bilities, has contributed signi­
ficantly to the advancement of 
student-faculty relations and to 
the intellectual atmosphere of the 
University.”
“ I was very pleased at being
chosen for the award/’ said 
Houston, “ but frankly I feel there 
are other teachers who deserve 
it, I admit I try hard,”  he add­
ed, “ but there are teachers here 
more talented than I.”
Dr. Houston’ s trying hard is 
reflected in his teaching and in 
his contributions to the Univer­
sity.
“ I try to treat students the 
wav I’ d want to be treated if I 
were a student,”  he said. “ I 
don’ t take roll in class, so it 
forces me to try to be inter­
esting to get a turnout.”
Dr. Houston also said that he 
recognizes that students aren’ t 
always ready to learn. “ If he’ s 
ready to learn eight hours be­
fore an exam, then I’ m ready 
to teach,”  said the slightly bald­
ing professor. Dr. Houston holds 
regular help sessions for his’ 
students.
“ If I have to work harder 
to make them work,”  he said, 
“ I will.”
His energy isn’ t expended in 
the classroom only. Last year 
he was a member of the steer- 
(Continued on Page 2)
ACTION Active
Student leaders have arranged two meetings to 
discuss what action students might take to aid the 
financial cricis made more critical by yesterday’s 
broad-based tax defeat.
The presidents of each student organization and 
a representative of the Student Senate Executive 
Council, who comprise the ACTION committee, are 
meeting with the University Board of Trustees in 
Concord Saturday to discuss the University’s financial 
crisis.
Plans are also being made for students to meet 
with legislative leaders to express their concern 
about the state’s finances.
Students going home for the weekend are urged to 
talk with people to let them know what the Univer­
sity’s situation is.
The ACTION Committee will inform students of 
further plans Monday.
SEA Face Loss 
Of Pay Raise
The UNH State Employees As­
sociation will be hit hard if the 
University takes a cut in its 
budget.
The 174 members have been 
working for almost two years to 
have their salaries raised to the 
level of all state employees.
Now in the legislature is House 
Bill 78 which calls for the Uni­
versity to pay its staff members 
salaries equal to what the state 
pays its employees.
(Continued on Page 2)
Professor Robert E. Houston of 
the physics department will re­
ceive this year’s Senior Key 
Faculty Award at graduation 
exercises.
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E d ito r ia ls
**MEANWHILE, THE SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS' DEMANDS FOR SUCH 
TAXES HAVE GROWN MORE INSISTENT WITH THE PASSING YEARS, SO MUCH 
SO THAT AN ATTEMPT IS NOW BEING MADE TO ORGANIZE A ^'CHILDREN'S 
CRUSADE" OF UNH STUDENTS TO FRIGHTEN THEIR PARENTS AND TO 
HARASS THE LAWMAKERS INTO VOTING FOR THE SALES AND INCOME TAX 
PLAN. AND NOW PRESIDENT McCONNELL HAS TAKEN TO ISSUING COM­
PLETELY UNFAIR ATTACKS ON THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE HOUSE APPRO­
PRIATIONS COMMITTEE."
The above political cartoon appeared on the editorial page of the "Manchester 
Union Leader" yesterday, May 18. The quote under the cartoon is taken 
from a front-page editorial wr itten by William Loeb. The editorial also appeared 
in yesterday's "Union Leader". Both are reprinted here for student consider­
ation. Some, unfortunately, may have missed them. None should.
An Adult Approach
Three thousand students and faculty attended a 
convocation in Snively Arena Wednesday after­
noon to learn more about the financial crisis 
the University faces.
ACTION, a committee of the student leaders 
on campus, planned and conducted the convocation.
The committee first explained the history and 
present situation of the financial crisis.
Next, four professors, invited by the committee, 
emphasized how the budget cut would affect their 
respective colleges.
Finally, the committee recommended that stu­
dents call their parents, relatives, and friends, 
explain the situation, and ask them to call their 
state representatives.
The committee carefully emphasized that stu­
dents follow the channels of a representative 
government.
Parents, representatives and friends who pay 
taxes and vote may express their feelings about 
legislative concerns to their state representatives. 
Students under 21 may not.
The committee emphasized that students not 
harass legislators.
Rather, students should call their parents and 
explain a situation that affects every taxpayer 
in New Hampshire.
It was the mature, adult thing to do.
Financial Irresponsibility
The people of New Hampshire shrugged off 
the responsibility of financing their state yesterday 
afternoon.
The General Court voted 233 to 135 against 
a broad-based tax proposal that would have put 
New Hampshire on sound financial footing.
The bill represented the best possible way for 
each resident of New Hampshire to shoulder the 
financial responsibility of a quality state govern­
ment.
The State continues to look to non-residents 
for a majority of its revenues.
The big earners are still taxes on liquor, tobacco, 
gasoline, the race track, and the faltering sweep- 
stakes.
The proposed meals and lodgings tax, if passed, 
will join these ranks. It is another attempt by 
the people of New Hampshire to patch an already 
shaky financial base structure.
The shaky tax structure, even propped up by 
a meals and lodgings tax, will fall under the 
state's financial burden during the next two years.
Our neighbor states are changing laws that will 
affect sales of taxable items to non-residents.
New York now has a sweepstakes. Massach­
usetts recently adopted a law to standardize and 
lower liquor prices.
New Hampshire people can rely on others to pay 
for their government only a short while longer.
Soon they will have to pay for their own.
Houston SEA
(Continued from page 1)
Send notice of undelivered copies on form 3579 to the new hampshire, Memorial Union. Durham, 
New Hampshire, 03824.
ing committee for FORESEE. 
He attends Freshman Camp re­
gularly, and this year played 
goalie for the commuters' dwind­
ling hockey team.
“ I have a passionate interest 
in athletics,”  he confessed. Last 
year, because of this interest, 
Houston initiated a program for 
tutoring UNH athletics.
Asked his age, the energetic 
recipient replied, “ I’ m 43 and 
trying to defeat it by taking 
stairs two at a time.”
The Faculty Award will be pre­
sented to Dr. Houston at gradua­
tion exercises by Senior Key 
President James Brown.
(Continued from Page 1)
Also in the legislature is Sen­
ate Bill 94, which is a classifi­
cation bill calling for the Uni­
versity staff members to be 
classihed as state employees, 
thereby receiving the same be­
nefits.
However, the University may 
not receive enough funds to main­
tain its own staff.
“ Our wages are already way 
behind the State. On the other 
hand, we realize the predica­
ment the University is in. But 
if they do cut the budget it is 
definitely going to hurt us,”  said 
campus policeman Charles 
Perry. President of the S.e .a .
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Sneak View
Backstage with 'Tiny A lice ’
At Durham Court issay  Contest
■\Tino TT'NT'H c f i i H c i n f c  o n r u a n f o r l  »
By Carol Banks
The University Theatre’ s pro­
duction of “ Tiny Alice”  by Ed­
ward Albee opened tonight in the 
Johnson Theatre.
On stage in Act I Miss Alice 
and Julian play a scene center 
stage surrounded by massive 
scenery designed for people nine 
feet tall.
Russ Charron, the Assistant 
Director, sits in the front row 
of the theatre with the prompt 
book open in his lap, a cigarette 
between his fingers, and his feet 
resting on the railing of 
the orchestra pit. He follows 
the script closely to prompt when 
an actor needs a line and to 
check them on the accuracy of 
their lines.
Half-way back John Edwards, 
the Director, sits in the box seat 
section, resting his elbows on 
the railing while he watches the 
action on stage attentively.
In the shop off the left wing 
of the stage, the rest of the cast 
is at work building a miniature 
castle for the set. The Lawyer 
bellows “ You Are My Sunshine”  
in a bass voice as he matches 
pieces of plywood; the Cardinal, 
in high falsetto, joins in as he 
trims a castle wall on the buzz 
saw; Dale Parry, a member of 
the construction crew, completes 
the trio whistling as he cuts a 
tip for the turret.
The Lawyer works behind the 
castle completing a central 
switchboard with fifteen levers, 
each lever wired to a bulb for 
every room in the castle. Dur­
ing each performance someone 
will kneel behind the castle and 
operate the switchboard to light 
the different rooms when needed.
On stage the dialogue and act­
ion between Miss Alice and Jul­
ian continues while the Lawyer, 
sneaks around the side curtain, 
edges toward the lower part of 
the side balconies which are 
lighted with deep set bulbs, spots 
one he wants, smiles at the 
director, takes a handkerchief 
from his pocket and unscrews 
a bulb he needs to complete the 
castle.
Act II begins with a scene be­
tween Miss Alice and the Law­
yer. Behind this stage action 
Roger Bond, Technical Director, 
climbs a 14’ ladder with a foot 
wide paint brush in one 
hand and a two-inch brush in 
the other. While the Lawyer 
forces himself on Tiny Alice, 
Bond starts painting the mural 
on the back panel.
Julian puffs his cigarette and 
moves back a few rows to talk 
with an attractive brown-haired 
young lady. She has-been watch­
ing the action on stage intently.
On stage Bond climbs down the 
ladder, moves it over, and goes 
back up with both brushes. Alice 
continues to tell the Lawyer how 
loathsome he is. In the back­
ground sounds from the shop can 
be heard — the buzz saw whirls 
and a hammer bangs.
Backstage in Scene III Parry 
and the free actors still work on 
the miniature castle.
The prompter arranges chairs 
for Act III and quickly gets off 
stage.
On stage Julian kneels before 
the Cardinal, asking his blessing. 
Julian plays intensely and uses a 
great amount of energy when he 
is performing. After the scene 
he exits to the left wing, slumps 
his shoulders, scratches his neck 
and yawns. The Butler stands 
in the wing twirling a bottle prop, 
pricks up his ears and says,
“ Excuse me, I’ m on.”  Miss 
Alice comes rushing by — she’ s 
on.
Then the Lawyer starts run­
ning around behind stage - -  
madly. At first you think his 
entrance requires him panting out 
of breath. He leaps over plat­
forms and makes the full circle 
around the stage and back again. 
On the second time around he 
spots something, stops to pick it 
up, composes himself and makes 
his entrance with his briefcase 
in hand.
Now Russ Charron, the promp­
ter, still sitting in the front row 
holds his head in his hands, wat­
ches the script resting in his 
lap, his feet relaxed on the rail. 
He has had to prompt only three 
times with the final prompting 
coming up in this act.
The Director still sits halfway 
back with feet crossed on the 
rail until there is a moment 
of high tension on stage - -  and 
his feet come down as he points 
and says, “ No, don’ t go back. 
No, no. Let him turn and then 
hold.”
Julian leaves the stage and 
talks to Russ Charron. He looks 
heated and tired but his eyes 
are bright. His hair shoots 
in all directions over his fore­
head, his shirt is out and un­
buttoned, his jeans are wrinkled 
and covered with stage floor 
dirt.
The cast of five are: Carol 
Chipman, Miss Alice; Ted Da­
vis, Julian; Paul Deschenes, 
Lawyer; Bruce Nadeau, Butler; 
and Chris Murney, Cardinal.
There will be three more per­
formances, Friday and Saturday 
nights at 8 p.m. and a Sunday 
matinee at 2 p.m.
Nine U  students appeared 
before the Durham District Court 
Friday for minor violations.
Therese Pomerleau, a fresh­
man, was fined $25 for going 52 
miles per hour in a 25 mile an 
hour zone.
Everett Oeschlaeger, a junior, 
was fined $5 for making unnec­
essary noise while riding on a 
motorcycle.
Peter J. Zarrilla, a junior, 
was fined $25 for going 27 miles 
above the speed limit in a 25 
mile an hour zone.
Robert Moynihan, a senior, was 
fined $30 for going 55 miles per 
hour in a 25 miles an hour 
zone.
Stephen Whitney, a freshman, 
was fined $20 for having liquor 
in his possession. He is a minor. 
James C. Ferguson, a freshman, 
also received a $20 fine for 
the same charge.
Sophomores James Emery and 
Thomas Buckley were fined $10 
each for failing to stop for a 
stop sign.
William B. Harwood, a fresh­
man, was fined $25 for willful 
concealment of merchandise at 
Town and Campus.
Plymouth State College of the 
University of New Hampshire has 
had a 79% increase in enrollment 
in the past six years.
“ The American Scholar” , a 
quarterly published by Phi Beta 
Kappa is sponsoring an open 
essay contest for “ today’ s under 
twenty-five generation.”
The editors impose no restric­
tions on subject matter. Manu­
scripts must be between 2000 
and 3000 words, and must be 
submitted before July 15.
For further information, stu­
dents should contact Dean 
Barlow’ s office.








Come Where The 
Johs Are!
Free Consultation
Hundreds of current openings 












581 Boylston St., Copley Sq., 
Boston, Mass.
67 Parkingway, Quincy, Mass. 
14 Central Avenue, Lynn, Mass. 
300 Essex St., Lawrence, Mass. 
300 offices coast to coast
An Equal Opportunity 
Employment Service
One hundred and fifty gra­
duate, under-graduate, married 
and single students will be em­
ployed under the work-study pro­
gram this summer.
To qualify for the program, a 
student must show acute finan­
cial need, or come from a low 
income family. Applications 
should be made through the Fin­
ancial Aids Office in T-Hall.
On-campus employment for 
work-study students includes la­
boratory, office, and clerical po­
sitions. Also included in this 
category are jobs within off- 
campus projects directed by the 
4-H office on campus.
Thirteen other projects under 
the Community Action Program 
also employ work-study students. 
These projects include Operation 
Head Start, YMCA, YWCA and a 
rehabilitation center. Seventy- 
five students will work for these 
13 agencies.
Work-study wages range from 
$1.25 to $2.00 per hour. Ninety 
per cent of these wages are 
paid with federal funds and 10% 
through the individual agencies.
Civil Rights Group Seeks Volunteers
The Organization of the Rural 
Poor, a civil rights group in 
Selma, Alabama, is seeking stu­
dents for volunteer civil rights 
activity beginning June 24.
Expenses will be paid for stu­
dents to live and work among 
Negro sharecroppers in Geor­
gia, Mississippi, and Alabama 
throughout the summer or for a 
minimum of four weeks.
An orientation program will be
held in Atlanta, Georgia, to pre­
pare students for the project.
For further information stu­
dents should write to the Organ­
ization for the Rural Poor, 1430 
First Avenue, Selma, Alabama, 
36701, or in New York City 
they should call 212-677-8931 be­
tween 3 and 7 p.m.
New Hampshire College be­
came the University of New 
Hampshire on April 23, 19123,
Professional Drivers’ School of New Hampshire 
Licensed by Commissioner of Motor Vehicles
Individual driving instructions by appointment. 
John Belcher, 11 Madbury Rd., Durham 868-5360







JUNE 25-A U G U S T 5
•  Adolescent Psychology
•  Calculus
•  Child Psychology
•  Composition & Literature
•  Contemporary European History
•  Drama
•  Elementary Accounting
•  Elements of Sociology
•  Fundamental Mathematics
•  General Biology
•  General Chemistry
•  General Psychology
•  Intensive Spanish
•  Introductory Analysis
•  Introductory Mathematics
•  Major British Writers
•  Modern Russia
•  Principles of Economics
•  The Short Story
•  Theater Workshop
•  Western Civilization
All courses offered for credit.
For Catalog call 528-9100 or write:
Richard C. Ferris, Dir. of Adm.
Dean Junior College 
Franklin, Massachusetts 02038
GRANT’S
For Full Meals or Sandwiches
Magazines and Newspapers 
Now on Sale
A Durham Institution 
Since 1916
Bruce Grant, Manager UNH 1949
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
For one male or female, performing 
general oifice duties in office of local 
construction company. Will also be do­
ing some payroll and cost accounting.
We are primarily interested in per­
son with capabilities for above, how­
ever additional experience drawing 
simple plans would be desirable.
Send resume to P. O. Box 395, Dur­
ham, N. H.
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Students Have Good Record
UNH Dorm Damage Less Than Other Eastern Colleges
Students living in UNH hous­
ing units have a better record 
of care and protection of Uni­
versity property than those at 
most other Eastern colleges, ad­
ministration officials reported 
last week.
UNH vice president-treasurer 
Norman W. Myers said that dam­
ages to housing facilities this 
year average less than 88 cents 
per each of the 3200 students 
occupying the residence halls. 
Nearly 60 per cent of all stu­
dents here live in university 
facilities.
Damages this year total $2813, 
and officials expect the year-end 
bill to approximate last year’ s 
$3800.
This figure is considerably be­
low that of other educational’ 
institutions in the East housing 
a comparable number of students. 
One New England state univer­
sity, for example, has 3100 re­
sidents and annual damages to­
taling about $7000. A private 
college with 2500 male students
estimates damages at between 
$7000 and $8000 per year.
Students Responsibility
University officials believe the 
low damage rate is partially 
caused by UNH’ s “ personal res­
ponsibility”  regulations, under 
which students are billed for any 
damage to their rooms or dormi­
tory. When a damage is unat- 
tributable to a particular student, 
it is charged to all residents of 
the floor or hall.
In addition, residence and din­
ing halls are financed entirely 
through students’ fees rather than 
state tax funds, and room rents 
and general operating funds do 
not cover the cost of repairing 
intentional damage to property.
One result of this policy of 
individual responsibility is that 
over the past several years, dam­
ages to residential property have 
remained at a fairly constant 
level despite an annual 300 to 
500 person increase in housing 
unit occupancy.
Periodic Inspection 
Housing Director Francis Gor­
don says that UNH does not write 
off any student damage as “ nor­
mal wear and tear,”  as do many 
other institutions. Housing of­
ficials and residence hall staffs
periodically inspect all facilities, 
assessing damages and itemizing 
repair bills.
Charges range from four dol­
lars for the replacement of a 
broken window pane to a f68 
bill paid by one coed recently 
when her failure to close a win­
dow prior to a vacation resulted 
in a broken radiator and water 
damage to floor tiles.
Housing officials say that most 
student-caused damage is ac­
cidental.
Careless and intentional dam­
age has been a particular pro­
blem this year in Stoke, where 
more than 600 men, about a third 
of whom are freshmen, live.
“ The 388 damage reports this 
year include both accidental and 
malicious damage to residential 
property,”  Housing Director 
Gordon says. “ Considering that 
more than 3000 young people live 
in these facilities, that’ s a pretty 
good record — and it’ s one we 










A coeducational camp in Wolfeboro, N. H.
Still Needs Four Men Counselors 
Salary: $300 - $600 for 8-week session 
Work before and after camp for extra money. 
Call collect, person-to-person, Forrester Pierce 
516.MA-1-2211
BUSY BEE HOUSE CLEANING SERVICE 
Cleaning of all types. Paint washed, floors washed and 
Waxed, etc. Opening of summer homes. Tel. 692-3815.
KNITTED ARTICLES Finished, Repaired, or Altered. 
Irene Leclerc, 24 Drew Road, Somersworth 692-4937.
WAITRESSES for summer season at lake resort Class 
A restaurant. Write Box 183,- Weirs Beach, N. H.
FOR SALE 1959 Chevrolet. Good condition. $100 or best 
offer. Call 659-3075.
FOR RENT: Rooms, semi-private, available for Summer 
and Fall Semester. Complete facilities including kitchen, 
bath, living room, porch. Complete privacy and privileges. 
3 miles from U.N.H. in Durham. Call 659-5203.
1965 Blue Sunbeam Tiger, good condition. 300 H.P., four 
barrel carburetor, posi-traction and heavy duty suspension. 
Good for racing or pleasure. 868-7375 after 5 or ext. 293.
NEED MONEY? Can you sell? We need college repre­
sentatives. Quality Sportswear. Box 1345, Lincoln, Neb­
raska.
FOR SALE: 1966 Honda Super Hawk, 305cc. Best offer 
over $525 accepted. Call evenings — Fred Prior, Pi 
Kappa Alpha, Ext. 691.
Excellent business space available in downtown Durham—  
Especially for: luggage, art, knicknack, clothing, etc. shop. 





B e g in s  M a y  19 th
WE AS GRADUATE STUDENTS 
COMMEND THE FACULTY MEMBERS 
WHO HAVE SIGNED 
THE DECLARATION OF CONSCIENCE 
AGAINST AMERICAN PARTICIPATION 
IN THE W AR IN VIET NAM
Franklin S. Adams, Botany 
Raymond A. Beauregard, 
Math
Thomas R. Bergier, German 
Richard S. Bishop, Botany 
David Brannigan, Zoology 
Ann E. Carlsten, Education 
David W. Cohen, Math 
Dan K. Darrow, Botany 
William W. Darrow, 
Sociology
Martha De Cou, Education 
Edward J. Dodge, Botany 
Alice Downey, Sociology 
Walter B. Duhaime, 
Education
Helen H. Dysinger, English 
Carlo Ferrando, Jr., 
Chemistry
Robert L. Fried, English 
David C. Fullam, Sociology 
William R. Fuller,
Mech. Eng.
Gail A. Hawkins, English 
Edward J. Hehre, Botany 




Katherine Keenan, Zoology 
Richard A. Kennedy, Botany 
Stephan A. Kenton, Math. 
Ernest Ketel, Plant Sci. 
Eileen Lanigan, Chemistry 
Simeon S. Leach, Botany 
Craig B. Little, Sociology 
Margaret Magendantz, 
Zoology
Felix McGuire, Bus. Admin. 
Leonard R. McMaster, 
Education
William V. Moody, English 
Robert J. Nicolosi, Zoology 
George H. Page, Jr., History 
Charles S. Pierce, English 
Guy B. Pierce, English 




Robert W. Ridgway, 
Chemistry
Daniel J. Robbins, Chemistry 
Martin D. Saltzman, 
Chemistry
John Newell Sanborn, 
English
Mary P. Searles, Botany 
Caroline Shea, Plant Science 
Selma W. Singer, Sociology 
Paul T. Siudzinski, English 
Virginia K. Slayton, 
Sociology
Leo J. Spencer, Jr., 
Chemistry
Enola L. Stevenson, Botany 
Jean Stilson, German 
Frederic Cole Thompson, 
Education
Adam Tomash, Chemistry 
Salim E. Tamari, Sociology 
George Vagenas, Botany 
L. V. Venkataraman, Math 
Stephanie M. Von Lackum, 
English
Isaac Wamola, Micrbiology 
Scott Warren, Plant Sci.
Bob Watt, Education 
Wayne Weidlich, Botany 
Donald Wellman, English 
Doreen Winter, Education 
Richard T. Yelle, Zoology 
Russell A. Nile (staff)
Sponsored by the Ad-hoc Graduate Student Committee 
Against the War in Viet Nam
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Seniors 
Plan Week
Tickets must be obtained in 
advance to attend Senior Week 
activities.
Senior Week begins on June 
5 with the annual Senior Class 
Banquet. The Banquet will be 
held at the Sterling Motor Inn 
in Dover, starting at 6:00 p.m. 
and will feature cocktails, 
buffet dinner and dancing. T ic­
kets are $3.80 per person and 
may be obtained at the Union or 
from your Senior Council r e ­
presentative.
The Senior Class Outing will 
be held at Fort Dearborn on 
June 6 from 11 a.m. until sun­
down.
Greek W eek for Fun and AID
Scripts Wanted
stage West, the Springfield 
Theatre Company’ s new resi­
dent - professional theater in 
Springfield, Massachusetts, is 
looking for original scripts, one 
of which will be chosen for the 
theatre’ s inaugural season which 
begins next November 16.
The script which is chosen will 
be given a full professional pro­
duction and its author consider­
ed for playwright in residence for 
the following season.
Interested students should sub­
mit scripts to: Stage West, East­
ern States Exposition, West 
S prin gfie ld , Massachusetts, 
01089.
Psi Chi Elects
Twenty-one UNH students have 
been elected to Psi Chi, national 
psychology honor society.
They are: Barbara Zulch, Pa­
tricia Moul, Paul Welch, Edward 
Fry, William Kraus, John Bou- 
ley, Robert Palm, Paul Jacques, 
and Linda Auderer*
Also Jean Dixon, Evelyn Herr­
mann, Karen Acheson, Lynne 
Jensen, Nan Holgerson, Denyse 
Brennan, Joseph Trzasko, Rich­
ard Friswell, Nancy Copeland, 
Patricia Wright, Gary Macintosh, 
and Mary Dancause.
Foundation Gives Aid
The Reader’ s Digest Founda­
tion has given the University 
$1000 to support travel and re­
search by journalism students.
SENIORS
Teaching opportunitiea for 
beginners in private inde­
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6 SJn. to 6 p.m. 
Sat. 6 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Greek Week is being sponsor­
ed by the 12 campus fraternities 
this week.
Heralding the frivolous festi­
vities Thursday was the Ugly 
Man contest. During the two- 
day contest, students were asked 
to vote with money. All vote 
contributions will be donated to 
AID, the Association of Indivi-
Grad’s Tickets
Requests for extra tickets for 
Commencement may be made in 
Room 301 T-Hall until May 26. 
The two tickets for single stu­
dents and the three tickets for 
married students, plus any extra 
tickets requested, may be picked 
up in Room 301 T-Hall after 
June 1 and until noon on June 11.
dual Development, for use in their 
work with the Rochester Orphan­
age.
Today, for the Greeks, is Derby 
Day. All fraternity men have 
been requested to wear derbies 
all day, and all sorority sis­
ters have been asked to “ col­
lect”  them. The sorority with 
the most derbies by 5 p.m. will 
receiye a trophy.
Saturday at 11 a.m. twelve 
Greek chariots will assemble for 
a race from Stoke Hall to Theta 
Chi. According to the rules, 
the chariots must be built and 
pulled by the brothers in each 
house. Awards for the winner 
of the race, the most original 
chariot, costumes, and name, 
will be presented on Theta Chi’ s 
lawn following the race.
No, it isn’t Sean Connery.
It T a i iM  R a  R n r ic  V n r U f f  Twiggy? Wrong again. It’s one 
I f LOU ia a e  a o r i s  iv a r lO ff  o f the entrants in the Ugly Man
Contest, part o f Greek Week.
Pre-vacation
offer.
All the travelers checks you want—up to $5,000 worth— 
for a fee of just $22S. At banks everywhere, during May only.
You can save real m on ey  by 
buying First N ational C ity 
Travelers Checks now  for your 
sum m er vacation  trip. R ead 
how.
Normally travelers checks carry 
a fee o f a penny a dollar. It costs $1 
for $100 worth of checks, $2 for 
$200, $10 for $1,000, and so forth.
Now, during May only, you can 
buy any amount you need — up to 
$5,000 worth — for only $2, plus 
the face value of the checks. You 
could save up to $48. (For less than 
$200 worth, o f course, the fee is less 
than $2.)
If you ’re planning a trip to 
Europe, what you save from this 
offer could pay for an extra day on 
the Rhine. Or dinner and Shake­
speare at Stratford.
Or a patch of grass at the New­
port Jazz Festival, if you’re staying 
closer to home.
W elcomed everywhere
First National City Bank has 
been in the travelers check busi­
ness for 63 years. Our checks are 
known and accepted in more than 
a million places throughout the
world — airlines, car rental agen­
cies, steamship lines, hotels, mo­
tels, restaurants, stores, etc.
You can spend them as easily at 
Le Drugstore as at the drugstore. 
And they’re just as convenient on 
a weekend trip as on a world tour.
Fast refund in case o f  loss
The greatest advantage o f First 
National City Travelers Checks is 
that you get your money back 
promptly if they’re lost or stolen. 
We’ve built a security network of 
25,000 banking offices around the 
world where you can get lost 
checks refunded fast. On the spot.
How do you find the nearest re­
fund offices? In the Continental 
U.S., call Western Union Operator 
25. Abroad, we’ve supplied every 
principal hotel with a list of the 
nearest offices.
No wonder we’re called the 
Maximum Security travelers check.
Buy now, travel later
Buy your travelers checks now 
— at a saving — and use them later. 
Many people, in fact, keep some 
travelers checks on hand as insur­
ance against the day when they may 
need cash in an emergency.
Offer good  on ly  in U .S. and 
Puerto Rico, May 1-31, 1967
Never before has such complete 
protection for your cash been so 
inexpensive. So act fast. Get your 
summer supply of First National 
City Travelers Checks now. They 
can be bought at most banks and 
savings institutions.
If your vacation money is in your 
local bank and you won’t be home 
until after May 31, you can still 
take advantage of this offer. Just 
mail this ad to your parents and ask 
them to send your money to you.
Note to all banks and 
savings institutions
During the month o f May, we’re 
making this unusual introductory 
offer to your customers at no cost 
to you. Your customer gets the sav­





M em ber Federal D eposit Insurance C o rp o ratio n .
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Honors Convocation Draws 8 0 0  UNH Gets Manchester Branch
By Janice Harayda
Nearly 800 undergraduates, 
their parents, and friends par­
ticipated Sunday in the annual 
UNH Honors Convocation in 
Snively Arena.
Three Granite State citizens 
received honorary degrees at the 
event, which culminated the Par­
ents’ Weekend activities.
Professor Edward T. Donovan, 
who has been with the mechani­
cal engineering department for 
41 years, delivered the main 
address, speaking on “ Education 
and Progress.”
“ The major factor in our coun­
try’ s progress in the past cen­
tury has been an increase in tech­
nological power,”  Dr. Donovan 
said. “ Two developments espec­
ially account for scientific ad­
vances; the improvement of the 
heat engine and the increased 
use of electric power.”
“ By 1956,”  he said, “ 99 per 
cent of all dwellings in the U. S. 
had electricity, and today, 
few homes are without at least 
a dozen major electrical 
appliances. UNH graduates of 
the School of Technology have 
greatly contributed to advances 
in these areas,”  Dr. Donovan 
continued. “ There is every rea­
son to believe that you will follow 
in the footsteps of those
students,”  he said.
The educator cited as an out­
standing example of UNH’ s 
contributions to science the work 
of Dr. Alfred Kingsbury, inventor 
of the thrust bearing, for whom 
Kingsbury Hall is named.
“ From those to whom much is 
given, much is expected,”  Dr. 
Donovan concluded. “ You are 
the ones on whom we must count 
to accelerate our country’ s 
growth.”
Following the speach. Presi­
dent McConnell and Chairman of 
the Board of Trustees, Dean P. 
Williamson, conferred honorary 
degrees on three New Hampshire 
residents.
Rae Shepard Laraba received 
an honorary Master of Laws 
degree for long work and ser 
vice in the judicial system of 
the state. His work in the state 
legislature was largely respon­
sible for the creation of the sys­
tem of New Hampshire district 
courts.
Robert William Manton was 
presented with an honorary Doc­
tor of Music degree for his 41 
years of continuous contributions 
to the music department here 
“ A champion of the cause of 
the American composer,”  Mr. 
Manton has written more than 
40 of his own compositions, many
of which depict New England.
Arthur William McDaniel, a 
farmer, legislator, civic leader, 
and benefactor, received a Mas­
ter of Agriculture degree as 
“ a test to your public spirit.”  
He has served in seven ses­
sions of the state legislature, 
four constitutional conventions, 
and as a selectman and school 
board member.
The traditional hooding cere­
mony of the degree recipients 
was done by Robert F. Barlow, 
academic vice-president of the 
University and Everett B. Sac- 
kett, dean of liberal arts.
A reception for the honor stu­
dents, their families and friends 
was held in the arena immediately 
following the convocation.
The Manchester branch of UNH 
will offer extension courses in 
September.
According to Dr. Gordon Thay­
er, Manchester was chosen as an 
extension center for three main 
reasons.
It has the highest concentration 
of population in the state. Nearly 
80 per cent of the state’ s busi­
ness and industry is located in 
the Manchester area, and “ there 
is a need to upgrade employed 
personnel.”  Historically, most 
schools have urban branches. 
This provides an opportunity for 
those who qualify for a college 
education but have not had the 
opportunity to obtain one.
The extension office is located 
at the Manchester Memorial High 
School. A bulletin about the pro­
gram will be available in late 
May or early June. “ Tuition 
will be minimal,”  stated Thayer, 
“ because it is a commuter 
school.”
“ If the response develops into 
a growth picture,”  he continued, 
“ it could well become a four- 
year college unit of the Univer­
sity.”
The Merrimac Valley Branch 
of the University will offer under­
graduate and beginning graduate 
courses in liberal arts, techno­
logy, business, economics, 
education, and other areas. There 
will also be workshops for teach­
ers, public school adminis­
trators, and councilors.
The flag pole at the University 
of New Hampshire was dedicated 
in 1918.
ROTC Cadets Presented Awards
Eleven Army and Air Force 
ROTC cadets were presented a- 
wards during the annual Parents’ 
Weekend Review ceremonies on 
Lewis Field.
Michael Minor received the 
Presidential Saber for being cho­
sen the outstanding Army ROTC 
cadet in the program.
Terry Tarbell, of Forest Park, 
received the Saber for being cho­
sen the outstanding Air Force 
ROTC cadet.
Robert Spear, of Dover, was 
given the Sons of the American 
Revolution Award, which is pre­
sented to the Army cadet who 
has demonstrated outstanding 
leadership and academic distinc­
tion.
Bill Henabray was presented 
the Air Force Sons of the Am­
erican Revolution Award for be 
lief, knowledge, and attitude to­
ward the constitution and interest 
displayed toward a commission.
Dave Steelman, of Stoke Hall, 
was the Army’ s recipient of the 
General Douglas MacArthur of 
the Retired Officer’ s Association 
(Green Mountain Chapter) Medal, 
presented for outstanding leader­
ship proficiency.
The MacArthur medal was also 
given to Air Force cadet Stephen 
Collello of Portsmouth.
Raymond Huot of Dover was 
presented the New Hampshire 
Society of the Daughters of Foun- 
(Continued on Page 8)
Spring Term Study 
Cruise on the 
Mediterranean
University Ciasses in Architectural & Art History: 
Rome, Pompeii, Alexandria, 
Cairo, Luxor, Baalbek, Ephesus, 
Istanbul, Athens, Assissi,
Crete. Sicily and others.
From March 20th to May 19, 1968, learn from 
shipboard lectures. . .  then visit the great 
historical sites for maximum appreciation.
190 students will study under professors from 
American Universities on a newly commissioned, 
fully air-conditioned study-cruise ship.
Write for complete details and an application 
today. Space limited. Sponsored by Foreign 
Language League Schools, a non-profit, tax- 
exempt organization. Prices vary from $1349 to 
$1489, depending on stateroom. Clip coupon 
below and mail today.
To; Foreign Language League Schools
P.O. Box 1920
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
ZIP.STATE,
SUMMER RENTALS
Univ. New Hampshire Students 
Furnished Apartments at University Hill
Private Pool for Residents of University Hill 
Most Apartments have Thermopane Sliding Doors 
Cabinet Kitchens with Formica counters 
Hardwick coppertone gas range 
New Coppertone 10 or 12 cu. ft. Frigidaires
1 Bedroom Furnished $80.
2 Bedroom Furnished $85. 
Ready for rental from June 15-24 thru Sept. 1







583 Circuit Road 
Portsmouth, 436-5713 HOMMRO JOHNSON
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Coed Wins Music Competition in Concord P, P & M Concert Nets $800 Profit
Beverly Brown, a junior mu- by the New Hampshire Chapter during the Northeast Regional 
sic major, took first place in of the American Guild of Organ- Convention in Portland, Maine, 
an organ competition in Con- ists. Miss Brown played selections
cord, Sunday. Miss Brown will represent New by J, S. Bach and Paul Hinde-
The competition was sponsored Hampshire at a similar contest mith during the competition.
Student Senate Representatives 
have estimated that profits from 
the Peter, Paul and Mary Con­
cert at between $800 and $1000.
It has been suggested to the
Executive Board that 50% be 
donated to the Laconia School for 
the Mentally Retarded, 25% be 
given to AID, and 25% be given 
to Steve Benoah.
No more pencils. 
No more books. 
No more...”
School's out.
And you chanted the schoolyard's freedom  
song.
W hat a relief it was. June. A m illion days of 
sum m er ahead. All for you.
But not for all.
Because not so long ago, there were no 
pencils, no books and “ hom ew ork” never 
ended for m any children.
Take a good look at th a t child above.
He's a very real child on his way hom e from  
a very real d ay’s work. Photographer Lewis 
Mine took the p icture some sixty years ago.
That boy, and thousands like him , worked
alongside men and women in factories all 
over the country.
In some plants, the long workday w asn’t 
enough. M en, women and children were given 
hom ework. T h a t’s w hat the boy is carrying. 
Hom ew ork.
Child labor d id n ’t just go away one day.
M ost of it is gone because unions like ours, 
the In ternational Ladies’ G arm ent W orkers’ , 
believed the only hom ework a child should do 
was the  “ three R ’s .”
Today, the 4 5 0 ,0 0 0  m em bers of the  ILGWU  
are proud of the progress we have made; 
proud of our union which helped elim inate
child labor and the sweatshop; which helped 
win fa ir  wages and decent working conditions.
Our signature is the union label sewn into 
w om en’s and ch ild ren ’s garm ents. It is a sym ­
bol of progress made; and m ore progress to  
come.
To our children, and to children everywhere: 
have a wonderful vacation.
Send for 64-page publication  w ith  m any 
historic photos. Just exam ine your wardrobe, 
find an ILGWU label, snip it and send it to: 
Radio C ity S tation , Box 5 8 3 , New York, N.Y. 
1 0 0 1 9 , Dept. H B -4
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Twenty-Four Faculty Leave on Sabbatical
Twenty-four faculty members 
are going on sabbaticals next 
year. Taking a one-year sab­
batical are: Owen Rogers, as­
sociate professor of plant 
science; Richard Andrews, as­
sistant professor of resource 
economics; Keith Nighbert, ma­
nager of WENH-TV; John Will- 
son, assistant professor of me­
chanical engineering; Richard 
Balomenos, associate professor 
of mathematics; Joseph Bron­
zino, associate professor of elec­
trical engineering; Allan Braff, 
associate professor of business
and economics; James Schulz, 
assistant professor of econ­
omics; Charles Jellison, assoc­
iate professor of history; Robert 
Gilmore, associate professor of 
history; Herman Gadon, assoc­
iate professor of business admin­
istration; Mrs. Joan A. Peters, 
assistant professor of home 
economics.
Professors taking first semes­
ter sabbaticals are: Richard
Strout, associate professor of 
animal science; Alexander Dan- 
off, assistant professor of Ger­
man; Albert Sawyer, associate 
professor of chemistry; Philip 
Nicoloff, associate professor of 
English; Donald Steele, chair­
man of the music department; 
Frederick Jervis, professor of 
psychology; and Paul Schaefer, 
associate professor of zoology.
Those taking second semester 
sabbaticals are: Shepley Ross, 
professor of mathematics; Mar­
cel Lavoie, associate professor 
of zoology; George Haslerud, 
professor of psychology; and 








Let’ s talk about seventeen mil­
lion dollars. Enough money to 
send the Washington Monument on 
a world tour. (A nice project 
for the DAR) but not enough to 
maintain, let alone improve, a 
University.
Seventeen million dollars, 
when divided among New Hamp­
shire’ s 670,000 men, women, 
children, and taxpayers, comes 
to the staggering total of $25.37 
apiece. (Divided among the afore­
mentioned Granite Staters, plus 
the tourists who fork over a huge 
chunk of dough every year in the 
form of gas and liquor taxes and 
sweepstakes tickets, it un­
doubtedly comes to a good deal 
less.)
Let’ s just call it half a week’ s 
groceries for a family of five, 
or perhaps a whole week’ s gro­
ceries for a family of two plus 
a schnauzer.
Now let’ s talk about $6.5 mil­
lion, a substantially smaller sum; 
a sum, however, which c o u ld  
make the difference between a 
thriving University and a dying 
University. Using the same math, 
$6.5 million breaks down to $8.96 
apiece, minus tourist contribu­
tions. In other words, just 
about enough to feed the sch­
nauzer for three weeks. Or 
enough for a three month’ s sup­
ply of the Manchester Union 
Leader.
The latter, no doubt, would be 
difficult for many to give up. 
William Loeb, for instance.
However, there is a way.
Let’ s say you need a new 
frisbee. Furthermore, you won’t 
settle for anything less than a 
deluxe, gold-plated frisbee which 
retails for $1. Would an extra 
three cents stop you from own­
ing that frisbee? Especially if 
you knew that that three cents 
was destined for the starving 
coffers of your state university? 
Not on your life!
Now, multiply that frisbee by 
670,000 (plus tourists, who are 
notorious frisbee fans), and what 
have you got? Over 670,000 
frisbees, that’ s what!
Of course, a special tax on 
frisbees would be unfair. It 
would have to be broader than 
that - -  say, on all items except 
food and drugs.
Of course, there is the argu­
ment that New Hampshire, the 
only state in the Union with no 
broad-based tax, should remain 
unique in this respect.
Perhaps we should stop using 
electricity. Then we would be 
even more unique.
Ezekiel Webster Dimond was 
the first professor of the New 
Hampshire College in Hanover, 
which later became UNH. He 
began with seven boxes of mat­
erials which represented the en­
tire physical property of the 
new college.
ROTC
(Continued from Page 6) 
ders and Patriots of America 
Award for outstanding military 
and academic proficiency in 
Army ROTC.
Peter O’ Rourke, of Lee, was 
given the Association of the Uni­
ted States Army Award for being 
the outstanding junior cadet.
The American Legion Award, 
presented annually to the out­
standing athlete in Army ROTC, 
was presented to Orrin Clark 
of Theta Chi.
Richard Wakefield of Durham 
was given the General Dynamics 
Award for his outstanding con­
tributions to military leadership.
Stephen Hobbs, of Hunter Hall, 
received the Joseph Goddard 
Jones Military Award. He is an 
Army ROTC cadet.
Reelers’ Dance
The Durham Reelers will 
sponsor a Square Dance, May 
19, on the Scott Tennis Courts 
from 8 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
John Trafton of Exeter will 
be the caller. All students are 
invited.
Neal Parr, the president o f Engelhardt Hall, has been elected 
president o f the Residence Hall Advisory Council.
Parr, a history major who will be a third semester senior next 
year, said, “ RHAC hopes to establish more contact with dormi­
tory residents and to continue the excellent working relationship 
with housing and administration.
“ The key factor right now is maintenance within the dormi­
tories themselves,”  he continued. “ We are not so much concerned 
with expanding the present facilities as we are with improving 
those we already have.”
Elected to serve with Parr are Pam Kidder o f Hitchcock, vice- 





INTERESTED MORE IN WORKING ON THE MAJOR 
PROBLEMS OP THE 20TH CENTURY THAN IN JUST ANY 
OLD JOB?
CONSIDER A CAREER WITH THE UNITED STATES GOV­
ERNMENT.
PEW EMPLOYERS PROVIDE MORE OR BETTER TRAIN­
ING OPPOTUNITIES THAN THE U. S. GOVERNMENT. 
NONE HAS THE VARIETY OP WORK — OR CHALLENGES 
OP SUCH SCOPE AND SIGNIPICANCE. IP YOU HAVE 
WHAT IT TAKES, THE OPPORTUNITIES POR ADVANCE­
MENT ARE EXCELLENT.
TAKE THE PEDERAL SERVICE ENTRANCE EXAMINA­
TION ON MAY 23,1967 IN ROOM 304 MURKLAND HALL.
NO RED TAPE OR ADVANCE APPLICATION NECESSARY. 
JUST BE THERE BY 2:00 P.M.
POR MORE INPORMATION SEE YOUR COLLEGE PLACE­
MENT OEEICER.
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Student Advbors Chosen; It was a Wuzz-ln 
Emphasis on Communication
Fifty new student advisors have 
been chosen for next year’ s Stu­
dent Advising Program.
Members of the coordinating 
committee for the program are 
Bill Henabray, Mary Mayers, and 
Sue Ann Robinson.
“ The emphasis for next year 
is the continuing concern for 
close communication between the 
advisees and their student advi­
sors ,”  said Mary Mayers.
Next fall an advisors manual 
will be distributed. The manual 
will contain technical informa­
tion about University require­
ments and suggested advising 
techniques. Spring training ses­
sions were held May 16, 
17, and 18.
Approximately one third of next 
year’ s advisors will be Resident 
Assistants. The new advisors 
include 20 juniors, 22 sopho­
mores, and eight freshmen.
The new student advisors are: 
Nancy Berry, Robert Birks, Den- 
y s e  Brennan, Grace Capaccioli, 
James Chambers, Nancy Chase, 
Rick Cinquegrana, Kathy Coffee, 
Susan Colbath, Johanne Coulter, 
Richard Couture, Priscilla Cun­
ningham, Douglas Durfee, Mark 
Dorin, James Emery, Luise 
Friese, and Edward Gleich.
Also Donald Gordon, James 
Hersey, Jr., Mary Ann Jasin- 
ski, Cynthia Johnson, Richard 
Kay, DudleyKillam, Pauline Lan- 
glois, Naomi Manock, Bruce Mc­
Cullough, John Mitchell, Richard
Honor Society Selects
Thirty-four seniors have been 
initiated into Phi Beta Kappa, 
national liberal arts honor soc­
iety, They are: Linda Holton, 
Judith Lingeman, David Mishke, 
Carol Rand, Jeffrey Stamps, Bar­
bara Swan, and Joan Wakefield.
Also, Paula Latos, Richard 
Trappan, Joan Barrett, Ann Con­
nors, Joan Conway, Denise Des- 
chenes, Michael Dombroski, Jr., 
Joy Fidler, and Sandra Hoester.
Also, Nancy Jaquith, Karen 
Johnson, Linda Marchand, Janet 
Matheson, Mary Nadon, Richard 
Oman, Dorothy Pettit, Sharon 
Ringe, Paula Benoit, Ann Boyn­
ton, Abagail Frohock, and Val­
erie Heinzemann.
Also, Elizabeth Hooper, Diane 
Ledew, Nancy Kinerson, Mar­
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O’Connor, Parnell Patten, Linda 
Pauk, Dency Peters, Paula 
Peters, Karla Pfeil, Janice Pitt, 
Sharon Poole, and Robert Prince.
Also Michael Prindle, Fran­
ces Provencher, Neil Richman, 
Robert Robinson, Fraser Saun­
ders, Ernest Stableford, Paul 
Stevens, Deborah Stone, Sandra 
Stone, Charles Swartz, David 
Tagliamonte, Martha Vander- 
hoof, Joyce Wehren, and Paul 
Welch.
The Faculty Wuzz-In last Fri­
day night netted over $1200 for 
the Stephen Benoah Fund, accord­
ing to Wuzz-In coordinator, Ray­
mond Matheson. Matheson is al­
so advisor to the International 
Students on campus.
Excerpts from the faculty show 
and a feature story on Steve will 
be presented on a WBZ-TV 6:30 
newscast early next week.
Fifty percent ofUNH graduates 
have either remained in New 
Hampshire or returned to the 
state after starting or develop­
ing careers elsewhere. (photo by Roger Sanborn)
GT+3S3=NEW OART GTS.
That's what we did. Took a well-tested 
383-cubic-inch 4-bbl. V8 and slipped it 
under the hood of Dart GT. The result: 
Dart GTS. A brand-new optional package 
of performance goodies featuring ;
■ Dual exhausts. ■ Heavy-duty suspen­
sion. ■ Red Line wide-oval tires. ■ Disc 
brakes up front. ■ Either four-speed 
manual or three-speed automatic trans­
mission. ■ And a low moan from the low- 
restriction air cleaner that your elders
just won't understand and your girl friend 
will eventually get used to.
The GTS package is available on both 
Dart GT models, two-door hardtop and 
convertible. And with either GT, you 
start with such standard features as 
■ All-vinyl upholstery. ■ Foam-padded 
seats. ■ Full carpeting.
GT -f- 383. The newest winning formula 
from Dodge. Check it out right now at 
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PAUL’S USED 
FURNITURE
We buy and sell used Furni­
ture, antiques, collector” s 
items, and some junque. 
Rochester Road, Rte. 16, 







- Thurs. - 8:00 
2:00 -  8:00 
7:00 - 9:20 
7:00 - 9:20 
5:30 - 8:00




TECHNICOLOR •  COLUMBIA PICTURES
Paras Pizza House
513 Central Ave. 
Dover, N. H.
Open —
Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-12 p.m. 
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-l a.m. 




Needs some investment 
to complete restoration, 
but major work has 




ITALIAN SPAGHETTI with Meat Balls 
or Veal Cutlets, Rolls and Butter $1.00







U N H  TennisTeom Loses 
Close Gam e to UMass
Terry Jong, anchor man for the Hunter Hall Head Hunters 
in UNH’s Intramural bowling program, displays the form 
which helped him lead his team to the North League Champ­
ionship.
Ken Sawyer and Bill Rothwell 
continued their doubles prowess 
Saturday at Amherst, Mass., by 
decidedly defeating the first dou­
bles team of UMass. The pair 
has been defeated only once this 
year.
As a team, the Wildcats lost a 
close one to the Yankee Confer­
ence Champion Redmen, 5-1/2 
to 3-1/2.
The Baystaters were fresh 
from their total team victory at 
the six-team conference meet on 
the previous weekend. UNH 
wound up in a tie for third 
with UConn on that occasion, as 
Bob Heaton and Bill Rothwell 
both won singles matches and 
Frank Laurenza was a runner- 
up in overall competition. Ver­
mont finished second to UMass 
in the big meet.
The UNH netmen are now 2-3-1 
on the year, with two games to 
go. They are scheduled to play 
Babson this Saturday and Colby 
on the following-Wednesday.
Besides the key doubles vic­
tory in last Saturday’ s dual 
match, sawyer turned in a fine 
performance in his singles event, 
downing the UMass opponent, 6-1, 
6-0. Heaton also won his singles 
match, needing the full three sets 
to do so.
In the second doubles, Heaton 
and Chip Seidenberg won, 9-7, 
and lost, 10-12, and the match 
ended in a tie. Rich Broadbent 
and Frank Laurenza won, 6-2, 
but lost the next two.
Golf Team Places Tenth
Coach Carl Lundholm’s golf 
team placed tenth out of 34 teams, 
last Thursday and Friday, in the 
New England Golf Championship 
Tournament at Kingston, Rhode 
Island.
Providence College won the 
tournament, while the University 
of Rhode Island placed second.
Northern New England schools, 
because of the spring’ s poor wea­
ther conditions fared worse than 
the southern schools. The Wild­
cats again entered competition 
without the benefit of a single 
practice session.
Steve Roberts, Dan O’ Leary 
and Gary Bissonette finished one, 
two and three for UNH, but all 
three were far from their usual 
form.
Ray Martin and O’ Leary had
Mark Pockell. anchor man 
for Stoke Hall’s Trojans, pre­
pares to roll one for his team, 
which won the Intramural 
Bowling South League Champ­
ionship.
their matches rained out Thurs­
day afternoon, and resumed them 
at 7:30 Friday morning.
Prospects for next year’ s golf 
team are bright as this year’ s 
team members are all sopho­
mores except Dan O’ Leary who 
is a junior.
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Lacrossemen Down Tufts, Lose to Indians
The lacrosse team split two games this week, 
beating Tufts at home in overtime 10-8 and losing to 
Dartmouth at Hanover 11-8.
The Tufts game proved to be a real fingernail- 
biter, as the Wildcats needed four overtime goals to 
hold back a final Tufts rally, outscored the Wildcats in the first
Jack Doherty was the hero as 
he pumped in the first two of the 
overtime goals to send UNHonto 
its fourth victory. Brother Bob
period 5-1 and that proved to be 
the game. UNH matched goals 
with Dartmouth in the second 
and fourth periods as each team
Doherty also played well before scored three and two goals. The 
the large Parents’ Day crowd Wildcats beat the Green 3-2 in
scoring two goals and one as­
sist. Bill Johnson and Dave 
Hagerman also had two goals and 
one assist while sophomores 
Gene Isaacs and Pete Paige had a 
goal each to round out the scor­
ing. Bill Pollard paced the 
Tufts attack with three goals.
the second period but it wasn’t 
enough to overcome the bad first 
period. The final score again, 
11- 8.
Dave Hagerman was outstand­
ing again as he picked up his se­
cond hat trick of the season with 
three goals and one assist. He
The one period blues returned also scored three against UMass, 
to plague the improving stick- The Wildcats will conclude 
men and Dartmouth was able to their season this Saturday with 
cling to an early lead for a the traditional game against the 
final 11-8 victory. TheBigGreen alumni at Cowell Stadium.
I n t r a m u r a l  Co r n e r
NORTH LEAGUE - The Head­
hunters won their league title by 
defeating West Hall, 6r2. Two 
of the matches were decided by 
one pin as the Huntermen ended 
their season with a 52-4 record. 
Terry Jong led the winners while 
Woody MacDonald was tops for 
the losers.
SOUTH LEAGUE - The Stoke 
Trojans, led by Mark Richmond 
and Mark Pockell, defeated Al­
exander A, 6-2, to clinch their 
title. The Alexandermen won 
the first string, but the Stokers 
swept the rest leaving their re­
cord at a top running, 50-6.
LEAGUE A - In a match which 
mobbed the MUB lanes. Sigma 
Beta edged TKE, 1548-1504, to 
clinch the league title. They 
finished their season at 44-4 
while TKE is 36-12. For the 
winners. Bill Yarrison, Ed Sha­
piro and Mike Kuja rolled 342, 
317 and 311 respectively while 
Andy Wheeler’ s 342 and Mike
Hill’ s 327 were tops for the 
losers.
LEAGUE B - Phi Mu Delta 
defeated Kappa Sigma in a roll­
off which decided the League B 
title, 1518-1445. Terry Ayer 
and Bob Gelinas led the winners 
with a 319 and 313, while Ron 
Fox’ s 309 was tops for Kappa 
Sig. Phi Mu Delta won a birth 
in the rolloff when they defeat­
ed Lambda Chi, 8-0. The win­
ners were all but eliminated 
until Terry Ayer threw two marks 
in the final two frames of the 
match giving them the win. Not 
so lucky were the Commuters 
who lost two points to Phi Kappa 
Theta and were eliminated.
Bill Yarrison won the high 
average trophy with his 111,8 
average. He also held the high 
triple at 366, but because he is 
allowed only one trophy, Terry 
Jong will get the award for his 
364. Kappa Sigma’ s Ron Fox 
got the high single with his 150.
■ >|l I Billy Johnson (28) and Gene Isaacs move in to halt an unident-
iH fh O C l! ified Tufts player. Looking on are Bob Doherty (15) and Pete
Paige (65). UNH won in overtime, 10-8. (Photo by Harold Cook)
Wildcats Bow to UMass, 4-2; 
Rally to Defeat URI Rams, 6-5
UNH Places Fourth; 
W ear Breaks Record
The University of New Hamp­
shire track team placed fourth 
in the Yankee Conference track 
meet held at Orono, Maine, last 
Saturday, and Duke Wear broke 
the Conference record for the 
440-yard dash.
Despite a steady downpour, the 
University of Massachusetts 
slipped past the University of 
Connecticut, 74-73. The Uni­
versity of Rhode Island finished 
third, while Maine and Vermont 
placed behind the Wildcats.
Wear’ s record-breaking time 
of 48.7 seconds broke the Con­
ference record by one tenth of a 
second, and the University record 
by three tenths of a second. The 
UNH mark of 49 seconds was set 
in 1928.
High scorer for the Wildcats 
was Bill Phillips who finished 
with six points. He placed se­
cond in the javelin with a heave 
of 210 feet, four inches, fifth 
in the discus, and fourth in the 
shot put.
The UNH mile relay team 
placed second as George Tuc­
ker, Jim Fiore, Jeff Bannister, 
and Duke Wear combined to fin­
ish behind Rhode Island’ s run­
ners.
In the mile. Bob Vanier fin­
ished fourth, and Ev Dunklee 
finished fifth for the Wildcats.
Steve Seay set a UNH record 
in the triple jump with combined 
leaps amounting to 43 feet, eight 
inches. He finished behind Bill 
Tindall of UMass who had a 
distance of 46 feet, 10 inches. 
'Tindall and Seay are starting for­
wards on the UMass and UNH 
basketball teams, respectively.
UNH will compete in the NE- 
ICAA meet, Saturday, at Boston 
College.
By Mike Gaydo
UNH unloaded a ten-hit attack 
Tuesday as the Wildcats slipped 
past URI, 6-5, after they had 
dropped a 4-2 decision to UMass 
on Saturday before a large Par­
ents’ Day crowd.
On Saturday, Rick Doherty lost 
a 2-1 lead in the eighth inning 
when the Redmen strung five 
singles together which produced 
three runs.
UMass jumped on Doherty in 
the first inning when shortstop 
Joe Disarcina belted Doherty’ s 
third pitch over the left field 
fence to put the Redmen ahead, 
1-0.
But the lead was short-lived 
as the Cats scored twice in their 
half of the second on Turk Far­
rell’ s long homer to left.
In the eighth pitcher John Canty 
and Disarcina both singled. Frank 
Steward and Ron Vyce then sing­
led in a run apiece to put the 
Redmen on top, 3-2. Don Fer- 
ron singled in the final run of the 
game.
Doherty, now 1-4, went the 
route as he lost a seven hit­
ter. He fanned eight and walked 
five, as he dropped his second 
decision of the year to the Red­
men.
UNH 6, URI 5
On Tuesday, Keith Josselyn, 
backed by a ten-hit attack, strug­
gled to his fourth win of the 
season, as the Cats nipped URI, 
6-5, on Phil Chesley’ s single in 
the sixth inning.
Ted Conner’ s charges jump­
ed on Ram starter Frank Flem­
ing for a run in the first on an 
error, an infield out, and Tom­
my Steininger’ s single to left. 
But URI tied the game off Jos­
selyn in the second when John 
Coppolino homered to left.
The Wildcats pushed in front 
again in the fourth. Steininger 
opened the frame with his second 
single after which “ Bubba”  Bart­
lett lofted a towering homer to 
left to up the count to 3-1.
With one out in the fifth. Ram 
Ray Rainville singled to left. 
Fleming then helped his own 
cause by homering to left and 







Get an Early Season Jump on the Best Selection 
and the Best Buys in Town
Red’s Famous Shoe Barn
35 Broadway Open 9 - 9 Dover, N. H.
Steininger whacked his third 
single to center scoring two runs.
The Rams came back in the 
sixth. After Josselyn got a 
man out, Fleming singled in two 
runs to tie the game again, 5-5.
Bruce Cygan led off the sixth 
by belting a Sartini fastball 385 
feet to left center for a triple. 
He then scored the winning run 
on Phil Chesley’ s grounder to 
right.
Josselyn, off his usual form, 
was the winner as he won his 
ten hitter. Pitching his fourth 
straight complete game, the jxm- 
ior rightie walked five and fan­
ned five.
For the Cats, Steininger broke 
out of his batting slump with 
three hits and 3RBIswhileChes- 
ley and Cygan each had two sin­
gles, and Bartlett a homer.
The Wildcats are now 6-5 over­
all and stand 3-5 in the Yankee 













Formerly Dante’s of Durham 
Open 6 - 10:30 Phone 742-0062
Call in Order —  No Waiting When you Arrive 
Comer of School and Main Street 
(next to Buck’s Cafe) —  Dover
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PHYS ED, ATHLETICS IN DANGER
Chairman of the University’ s 
Physical Education program Dr. 
Gavin H. Carter, said Wednesday 
that a cut in the UNH budget 
would halt future development of 
physical education courses, 
major programs, and the gra­
duate program in physical edu­
cation.
“ Right now we are ex­
panding,’ ’ said Dr. Carter. “ But 
we must continue to do so. We 
have a research lab which is 
minus physiology kinesiology, 
and tests and measurements 
equipment. We lack adequate 
visual aids. Under the present 
budget I can’ t even afford a 
skeleton for courses which deal 
with the human body.”
Dr. Carter insisted that more 
money is needed to expand the 
Physical Education major pro­
gram. He pointed out that the 
75 majors will have difficulty 
finding jobs ifthe University does 
not improve its present program.
“ These people will have to 
compete with graduates of 
Springfield,”  added Dr. Carter. 
“ We have the facilities for the 
necessary equipment, now, and if 
the money comes through we will 
be able to prepare our Physical 
Education majors as well as any 
school.
“ I believe in the values that 
can accrue in a sound Physical 
Education program,”  Dr. Carter 
pointed out. “ All people can be­
nefit. It is necessary at UNH 
because many of the in-state stu­
dents, unlike those from New 
York or New Jersey, have not 
had an adequate physical edu­
cation program in high school.”
Dr. Carter outlined four areas 
which would suffer by a cut 
budget. First, the service pro­
gram in physical education could 
not include courses for which 
the University supplies equip­
ment (such as tennis and golf). 
Swimming would be hit also be­
cause the University could not 
afford to hire lifeguards.
Dr. Carter also pointed out that 
he has received authorization for 
the creation of a new position, 
and a replacement in the physi­
cal education program at UNH. 
“ We need a recreation direc­
tor for Intramurals, also,”  in­
sisted Carter. “ If the budget is 
cut, I won’ t be able to hire any­
one.”
The proposed graduate pro­
gram in physical education is in 
danger also, claimed Carter. If 
the University created a gra­
duate program, it would be the 
only such program in Northern 
New England. Carter contended, 
“ I believe there is and will be a 
demand for a graduate program 
in physical education.
“ We have the support of the 
University administration,”  add­
ed Carter. “ If we don’ t receive 
the financial support, all the 
pride we have established will be 
lost.”
Sporfscope By Bill Brownell
A century ago, physical education was a natural function of 
life. There were few machines and fewer big cities, fewer 
people doing fewer jobs under less pressure with far more phy­
sical activity involved. Farmers, woodsmen, teachers, house­
wives, and even businessmen were active, if only in keeping their existing
University of New Hampshire 
Director of Intercollegiate Ath­
letics, Andrew Mooradian, said 
yesterday that the proposed bud­
get cutback would affect UNH’ s 
athletic program.
“ A cutback would force us to 
drop the swimming and wrestl­
ing programs,”  said Mooradian, 




When queried about “ Manches­
ter Union Leader”  Sports Col­
umnist Joe Barnea’ s column 
Thursday, which stated that, ac­
cording to “ insiders” , a cutback
homes operating and their pantries stocked.
People today are carried everywhere they go in machines; 
most jobs involve operating machines or working at a desk; 
and leisure time is spent sitting and eating in front of a machine.
The majority of people today are overweight, and many suffer 
from forms of muscle atrophy resulting from inactivity.
The nervous breakdowns, ulcers, heart attacks, and other 
circulatory disorders so common in our society are rare in would not affect the established 
many other countries where people are exposed to more activity sports at UNH, Mooradian said: 
and less tension. In the United States, it has been found that, “ We would honor our previous 
among executives and engineers in highly competitive, mentally commitments, but, to me, there 
taxing, inactive positions, the ones involved in recreation activities is more at stake here than sche- 
outside the job are far less susceptible to these common organic dules and dates. Just how we run 
disorders than those who are not. our athletic programs is what
UNH has employed many new, highly trained physical educators, counts, 
and constructed two expansive new sports arenas, hoping to help “ To be specific, if the budget 
close the physical education gap in New Hampshire, one of the is cut, we would be forced to 
most backward states in the nation in this area. Most schools water down, somewhat, all the 
In the state place little or no emphasis on physical education, programs. As a result, we might 
Dover is one of the few cities with a functional recreation de- lose our coaches. We would not 
partment. UNH is struggling to provide the state with leadership be able to compete with other 
in these areas: through training activities leaders via the P.E. schools for prospective athletes
majors set-up and the proposed graduate M.S. plan, and through 
cultivating individual interest and physical awareness via more 
appealing and more extensive required P.E. activities courses.
These three programs are just getting started. It’ s about time. 
A program for training people in community recreation is also 
sorely needed. Intercollegiate and intramural sports for both 
men and women need to be expanded to include more people. 
Considerbale investment has been made at UNH in physical edu­
cation recently. It would be a shame to flush the present invest­
ment down the drain by cutting back pjrograms that are already 
started, due to EPC policy changes or budgetary restraints.
Financial and administrative support are needed for continuing 
to build the .well-planned programs operating now. Dr. Jim Long 
resigned last year because this support was lacking. Several 
capable young teachers in the women’ s department are resigning 
this year, mainly for the same reason. If the extensive expendi­
ture of student and state funds on physical education facilities 
and instructors is meant only to establish famous football and 
hockey teams, the return on this investment will be low indeed.
Emphasis needs to be placed on increasing student participation 
on all levels and in a wide variety of university sports activities. 
Also, capable people must be trained to interest and organize 
our nation in fun, relaxing activities that serve as pressure 
valves and satisfiers of the human physiological need to be active 
in order to maintain good health.
These two objectives cannot hope to be accomplished unless 
there, is money provided for growth. Presently, courses for the 
75 physical education majors here are understaffed and under 
equipped, resulting in a weak program. If the University suf­
fers a budgetary cutback, such programs will remain weak, 
as will intramurals, intercollegiate athletics, and activities. The 
proposed M.S. and recreation curricula will, needless to say, 
never get off the ground. And, worst of all, more good teachers 
will be lost to colleges which offer higher remuneration, greater 
satisfaction, and dynamic conditions.
Today’ s crucial needs for well-organized, effective, and enjoy­
able sports and camping activities on the community, intramural, 
school, and club levels demand well-prepared, inspired leaders. 
As jobs become more mentally and less physically demanding, 
and communities become more crowded, the individual’ s need for 
active, unrestrained outlets for tension and frustration becomes 
more pronounced.
and we would not be able to 
achieve the equality with other 
Yankee Conference schools for 
which we have sought.
“ In short, a cut in the budget 
would kill us; it would wash years 
of improvement down the drain.”
Following Wednesday’ s Convo­
cation, Mooradian said that a cut­
back would affect Wildcat 
athletics in four ways. He cited 
the fact that his main selling
point for high school student 
athletes is the University’ s high 
academic standing. Mooradian 
elaborated, “ Now I see that many 
professors will leave if masters’ 
and major programs are dropped, 
and if promised salary hikes are 
cut. Our academic standard 
here will go down if professors 
leave and if these programs are 
dropped.”
Mooradian pointed out that, se­
cond, a tuition hike would hurt 
because other institutions would 
be able to offer lower tuition 
rates to student athletes who do 
not qualify for UNH scholarships.
Mooradian added that coaches 
would look elsewhere if they can­
not continue, effectively, the pro­
grams they have initiated. He 
said, “ Good coaches are in de­
mand everywhere; we have them 
right now, but they would have 
no trouble finding jobs else­
where.”
Finally, the momentum which 
has steadily increased is just 
beginning to “ pay-off,”  according 
to Mooradian, He claims that 
“ a cutback in the budget would 
delete this momentum and I don’t 
have any idea how long it would 
take us to build it up again.”
If the budget is cut, Mooradian 
could not hire any new personnel, 
nor could he replace anyone who 
leaves or retires.
“ The faculty and followers of 
University sports,”  concluded 
Mooradian, “ enjoy the excite­
ment of seeing new athletic pro­
grams develop. If the budget is 




Some positions still 
open to teach water- 
skiing and drive motor- 
boats in various camps 
throughout New Eng­
land.
SWEATERVILLE U. S. A.
MISSES COTTON KNIT JERSEYS 
$1.99 — $3.49
Sizes Small, Medium, and Large
Open 10 to 10 Mon. thru Sat.









Bel Air 6 cyl. Auto., 4 Door
1964 CHEVROLET 4 Door Sedan, 6 cyl., Std. 
1964 CHEVROLET 2 Door Sedan, 6 cyl., Std.







and i t ' l l  ^  
Father's Day  
a ll year- 
round.
1962 CHEVROLET Carryall. 6 Passenger, 6 cyl. 
Std. Sta. Wagon
1962' PONTIAC Catalina 4 Door H’Top, 8 cyl. Aut., 
Power Steering and Brakes.
1961 RAMBLER Classic, 4 Door, 6 cyl.. Auto. 
Low Milage.
AS IS —  NO TRADE SPECIAL
1962 FORD 6 cyl. Station Wagon. A nice clean one. 
All inspected and ready to go for just




Rte. 108 Phone 659-3215
